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AGENDA 
Call to Order, Charlie Walcott, Speaker     (2 min) 

Results of Faculty Elections       

    Mike Fontaine (Associate Dean, Classics)   (3 min) 

Dean’s Report          

     Joe Burns (Dean of the University Faculty)   (15 min) 

Enabling Legislation for the Title of Professor of Practice   

    Elizabeth Adkins Regan (Chair, CAFPS)  (10 min) 

    Discussion      (30 min) 

Report on Cornell’s Research Portfolio and Policies    

    Robert Buhrman (Sr. Vice President for Research) (25 min) 

General Good and Welfare    (5 min) 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 



NOMINATIONS & ELECTIONS REPORT 
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Faculty Trustee - 4 year term (2014-2018) 
  
Mariana Wolfner, Professor of Molecular Biology & Genetics 
& Stephen H. Weiss Presidential Fellow, College of Arts & Sci.  
 
University Faculty Committee (Senate seat) - 3-year 
term (2014-2017)  
 
Chris Schaffer, Associate Professor of Biomedical 
Engineering, College of Engineering  
 
Charles Van Loan, Professor of Computer Science, 
CIS/Engineering   
 
 

http://mbg.cornell.edu/faculty-staff/faculty/wolfner.cfm
http://courses2.cit.cornell.edu/schafferlab/people/chris-schaffer/
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/cv/
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University Faculty Committee - (Non-Senate seat) - 3 
year term (2014-2017)  
 
Shelly Feldman, Professor of Development Sociology, College 
of Agriculture & Life Sciences   
 
Nominations & Elections Committee - 3 year term 
(2014-2017)  
 
Kathleen Long, Professor of Romance Studies, College of Arts 
& Sciences  
 
Kerry Shaw, Professor of Neurobiology & Behavior, College 
of Arts & Sciences 
 

http://devsoc.cals.cornell.edu/people/shelley-feldman
http://devsoc.cals.cornell.edu/people/shelley-feldman
http://romancestudies.cornell.edu/people/faculty-directory/kathleen-long/
http://romancestudies.cornell.edu/people/faculty-directory/kathleen-long/
http://www.nbb.cornell.edu/shawpeople.html
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 Senate-At-Large - (Tenured) - 3 year term (2014-2017)  
 
Elizabeth Anker, Associate Professor of English, College of 
Arts & Sciences  
 
Jeff Doyle, Professor of Plant Breeding & Genetics, College of 
Agriculture & Life Sciences 
 
Irby Lovette, Associate Professor of Ecology & Evolutionary 
Biology, College of Agriculture & Life  
 
Robert Thorne, Professor of Physics, College of Arts & 
Sciences 

http://english.arts.cornell.edu/people/?id=29
http://plantbio.cals.cornell.edu/people/jeff-j-doyle
http://ecologyandevolution.cornell.edu/people/faculty/irby-lovette.cfm
http://www.physics.cornell.edu/professorspeople/professors/?page=website/faculty&action=show/id=46
http://www.physics.cornell.edu/professorspeople/professors/?page=website/faculty&action=show/id=46
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Senate-At-Large - (Non-Tenured) - 3 year term 
(2014-2017)  

 
Ben Anderson, Assistant Professor of History of Art, 
College of Arts & Sciences  
 
Michael Mazourek, Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding 
& Genetics, College of Agriculture & Life Sciences  
 
 

http://arthistory.cornell.edu/people/anderson.cfm
http://plbrgen.cals.cornell.edu/cals/pbg/people/faculty.cfm?netId=mm284


REPORT FROM  
DEAN OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY 

APRIL 9, 2014 
 

 
 
• Presidential Search Committee 
• Forthcoming Faculty Fora 
• Final Exam Scheduling Foul-up 
• Unhappiness with Academic Calendar 
• NYS Approves Cornell’s Start-up NY proposal 
• UA considers faculty’s Divestment Resolution 
• Colleges study Revenue-Enhancement at 

request of Trustees 



Presidential Search Committee 

• Nineteen members (4 faculty, WCMC provost, 
employee and 2 student trustees, AA&D VP, 10 
trustees) advised by Spencer Stuart search firm  

 
• Faculty: Barbara Baird, Joe Burns, Jonathan Culler, 

Mariana Wolfner 
 

• Local PSC members + 2 leaders here April 28, open 
meetings w/faculty 4:45-6, UFC 3:30-4:30 

 



Faculty Fora 

• “Making MOOCs”, Wed, April 16, 4:30, here 
 Experiences and observations of five profs 
teaching Cornell’s 2014 MOOCs: 
 E. Baptist, D. Chernoff, D. Easley, L. Hyman, S. 
Wicker 
 
• “Cornell’s International Programs and 

Partnerships”, September 19, 2014 



More Topics…. 

• Final Exam Foul-up 
– New algorithm (based on actual enrollment) used 
– Faculty, students choose among “optimal” solns 
– Wrong solution was uploaded on 2/14 
– Registrar, EPC chair, JAB opt to keep posted 3/27 

 

– Unhappiness with New Academic Calendar  
 

– NYS Approves CU’s “Start-Up NY” proposal 
 



UA Considers Divestment Resolution 

• Meeting 4/8/14 presents two sides (see Sun) 
• Meeting 4/22/14 will vote to either 

– Endorse our resolution 
– or  endorse carbon neutrality by 2035 but not 

divestment because that is just symbolic and could 
negatively impact core mission of education and 
achievement of carbon neutrality. 



Revenue Enhancement 

• Trustees have requested that all colleges 
investigate new revenue streams. 

• Colleges start to develop such ideas. 
• Faculty should be involved to assure that Cornell’s 

core missions of education and research are 
sustained and enhanced. 

• Please confirm your department’s engagement. 
 



Comments?  Questions?   



Professor of the Practice  
Enabling Legislation 



Reasons for Modernizing  
Cornell’s Academic Titles 

• Despite 2002 approval of Clinical Professor titles, 
Cornell remains woefully behind its peers in terms of 
having a competitive set of academic titles 

• This deficiency has four serious and demonstrable 
negative impacts: 
– Non-competitive in hiring specialized faculty 
– Tenure track hiring for dual career couples 
– Special diversity considerations 
– Impairment of tenure standards 

 
 

 
 



Professor of the Practice Title 

 

 
 

• Amend 2002 Clinical Professor legislation to allow 
alternate nomenclature 

• Professor of Practice title used by most of our peers 
(Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Penn, Chicago, MIT, Duke, Hopkins, Virginia, 
University of California …) 

• Others use Teaching Professor, Professor in the Field  
• Legislation retains unit specific approval processes and 

percentage caps of Clinical Professor legislation 
• Allows units that have approved Clinical Professor 

titles to migrate to alternate nomenclature if 
appropriate 



Use Limitations 

“The title of Professor of the Practice is available only for long 
term, non-tenure-track faculty who are distinguished and 
highly experienced individuals in a relevant field of 
professional practice and who can provide effective, practice 
oriented instruction in areas that supplement the core 
pedagogical instruction provided by the tenured and tenure 
track faculty.  While faculty of this rank may, depending on 
specific requirements of the college or school, have some 
additional research, service, or outreach obligations, teaching 
will be their primary responsibility. The title may not be used 
for positions whose responsibilities largely replicate those of 
tenure-track faculty.”   
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Professor of the Practice  
Enabling Legislation 

 

 
 • Proposal is supported by all Colleges and Schools 

and by AFPS 



Committee on Academic Freedom 
And Professional Status of the Faculty 

 

 
 

 Elizabeth Adkins Regan (Chair) 
 Sandra Greene (A&S) 
 Patricia Johnson (CALS) 
 Ronald Kline (Eng) 
 Suzanne Mettler (A&S) 
 Stephen Morgan (A&S) 
 Peter Stein (A&S) 
 Susan Suarez (Vet)  
 Sharon Tennyson (HumEc) 
 Joseph Burns (ex officio) (Eng) 
 Michael Fontaine (ex officio) (A&S) 



Committee on Academic Freedom 
And Professional Status of the Faculty 

 

 
 

  
• Met three times to discuss the proposed title and draft enabling 

legislation 
 

• Interviewed people to hear arguments for and against 
 

• Compared duties and benefits of the Clinical Professor and 
proposed Professor of the Practice title with existing tenure 
track and non-tenure track titles 
 

• Reached a consensus of support for the proposed resolution 



Committee on Academic Freedom 
And Professional Status of the Faculty 

 

 
 

Arguments in favor: 
 
• “Clinical” makes no sense for some colleges; an amendment to 

the Clinical Professor enabling legislation would fix that 
 

• Thus solving some problems that hamper competitiveness 
 

• The appropriate safeguards are already in place in the Clinical 
Professor enabling legislation 



Committee on Academic Freedom 
And Professional Status of the Faculty 

Arguments against: 
 
• Risks encouraging increased reliance on non-tenure track instructors to 

teach our students 
 

• Continues dilution of the meaning of “professor” and of Cornell’s model of 
professors as researcher-teachers 
 

• Risks eroding the all-important academic freedom for teachers/professors 
that tenure provides 

  



Committee on Academic Freedom 
And Professional Status of the Faculty 

On balance, CAFPS thought benefits outweighed negatives given that: 
 
• The core concept was already debated and decided upon in 2002 

 
• Only the nomenclature is being amended, by providing an alternative title 

 
• Additional language narrowly defines the role of Professor of the Practice 

 
• The ground rules for the title remain the same as for Clinical Professor 

  



Committee on Academic Freedom 
And Professional Status of the Faculty 

• Whereas the 2002 enabling legislation that created the Clinical Professor titles was an 
effective first step in modernizing Cornell’s titles for non-tenure-track faculty engaged 
heavily or exclusively in a primary teaching function, and  
 
• Whereas Cornell could further benefit from the addition of the Professor of the 
Practice titles in common use at peer institutions, and  
 
• Whereas the need for and value of these new titles are widely recognized across 
campus, and  
 
• Whereas the 2002 enabling legislation, including its various process and approval 
requirements, provides an appropriate framework for the implementation of the 
Professor of the Practice titles as alternatives to the Clinical Professor titles,  
 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THIS ENABLING LEGISLATION BE ADOPTED.  

  





Bob Buhrman 
Senior Vice Provost for Research 

Vice President for Technology Transfer and Research Policy 
 

April 9, 2014 

Research Report 



3.5% decrease from FY2011 
Fiscal Year Ithaca down 0.8% WCMC down  8.1% 

Externally Funded Research Expenditures 
$629.9M  



Federal Funding by Division - Constant $ (2013) 



Sponsored Funding by Division - Constant $ (2013) 



Federal Funding by Division - Constant $ (2013) 



Sponsored Funding by Division - Constant $ (2013) 



Total Sponsored Funding - Constant $ (2013) 



Distribution of Cornell Sponsored Research 



Sponsored Research Funding by Source 



Research Expenditures by Major Area 



Sponsored Research Funding by Source 



Sponsored Research Funding by Source 

Cornell #2 University in NSF Research funding – FY13 



Sponsored Research Funding by Source 

Cornell 26th in business funding of research– FY12 



Research Funding by Source – Higher Ed. Nationally 
(Current dollars) 

$65.8B – FY2012 



$7.172 B 
omnibus bill 



$29.93 B  
omnibus bill 

National Institutes of Health Budget 
Budget authority in constant FY2013 dollars 

request 



Technology Transfer Metrics 

CCTEC FY2013 Annual Report: 
  http://www.cctec.cornell.edu/about/2013-AnnualReport.pdf 
 
Comparison with peers – AUTM 2012 report 
  
Ivy+, 12 institutions: (including Chicago, JHU, MIT, Stanford, Wash U.)  
 
Licenses & options (per $1M RE):  rank - 4 
 
Disclosures (per $1M RE):  rank - 4 
 
Patents Issued (per $1M RE): rank - 3 
 
License Income:  ($9.6M): rank - 9  (65% not from running royalties) 
 
Startups (7):  rank - 6 
 
First half FY14: similar pace as FY13 – perhaps a record year for revenue  
       

http://www.cctec.cornell.edu/about/2013-AnnualReport.pdf
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 Research portfolio is strong 
 Recent successful audits of the Animal Program,  the 
Biosafety Program and the Select Agent Program by 
the USDA, NYSDOH, NIH & APHIS 
 Research Related Conflicts of Interest 
100% compliance with Annual reporting  

 44 active management plans- mostly for faculty start ups 

 Research Ethics Training 
 Focus on prevention of Research Misconduct (plagiarism, 

data falsification and fabrication) and Authorship disputes 

Research Compliance 
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• Audit report issued in September 2013.   
• We disagreed with many of the findings.  
• In dispute is the auditors taking issue with costs specifically 

authorized in awards or expended consistently with our 
disclosed practices. 

• The largest area of dispute is the direct charging of 
computers to sponsored awards.    

• Currently working with the Cost Analysis and Audit 
Resolution branch of the NSF, to determine the allowability 
of the disputed items.   

• Additional training of PIs and more (petty) record-keeping 
now necessary. 

 

 

NSF Audit (FY08-FY11) 
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• OMB has issued “Uniform Administrative Requirements, 
Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards” 
replacing OMB Circulars A21, A110, and A133. 

• Cornell, along with other research institutions, is evaluating 
the impact of the new requirements.   

•  Some of the new language will be good for Cornell.   
• Other changes, such as more proscriptive procurement 

requirements, will increase administrative burden.   

New “Uniform Guidance” 
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• Pluses: 
– Voluntary committed cost sharing is not expected in 

research proposals  
– Computers costing less than $5000 are clearly identified 

as allowable direct costs, to the extent they are essential 
to the research, and allocable.  

• Minuses: 
– Requirement to provide cost information to demonstrate 

cost effective practices 
– Prescriptive methods of procurement – more burdensome 

 

New “Uniform Guidance” 



GENERAL GOOD AND WELFARE 
APRIL 9, 2014 



Enabling Legislation for the 
Professor of the Practice Title 

  
  

April 2, 2014 
  
I. Preamble 
  
In 2002, the Faculty Senate approved enabling legislation that 
authorized the creation of new, non- tenure-track Clinical Professor 
titles. This action was in response to the fact that Cornell, in sharp 
contrast to its peers, lacked any professorial titles for those holding 
academic appointments that were focused heavily or exclusively on a 
primary teaching function. The Senate concluded that the lack of such 
titles put the University at a competitive disadvantage in terms of 
recruiting and retaining such faculty members and that the addition of 
new, non-tenure-track titles was necessary in order to provide “suitable 
acknowledgment of their status, qualifications, and activities or 
opportunity for career development.” (Enabling Legislation for Clinical 
Professor Title, April 
29, 2002, attached). 
  
At the time of the Senate’s approval of the Clinical Professor title, our 
peers used a number of titles describing non-tenure-track faculty who 
performed a primary teaching function.  In addition to the Clinical 
Professor title, these included titles such as Teaching Professor, 
Professor in the Field, and most commonly, Professor of the Practice.  

           
          

  



The Senate’s selection of the Clinical Professor nomenclature reflected the fact that the original 
proposal for this title came from the College of Veterinary Medicine, which was seeking to use it 
for non-tenure-track faculty who taught the actual practice of veterinary medicine in the live 
animal clinics of the Department of Clinical Sciences and the Cornell University Hospital for 
Animals.  Following the passage of the enabling legislation, the Law School was the first unit to 
adopt the new title, in recognition that it already had similar non-tenure-track faculty teaching in 
its live client legal aid clinics.  Recently, the Johnson School and the School of Hotel 
Administration have completed the approval process set forth in the enabling legislation. 
 
Although the 2002 enabling legislation represented an important step in modernizing Cornell’s 
academic titles, the choice of the Clinical Professor titles as the sole authorized designation for 
non-tenure-track faculty engaged heavily or exclusively in a primary teaching function has proven 
too limited for a number of units on campus.  The title works well in the Vet College context, but 
in the Law School it has been awkwardly stretched to cover both those instructors who actually 
teach in clinical settings but also a separate group, known internally as the Lawyering faculty, who 
teach basic practice skills to first year students in a classroom setting. The fit is considerably 
worse in the Johnson School and the Hotel School, who employ the title to cover faculty teaching 
basic business practice skills, even though these are not tied to anything resembling a clinical 
setting.  Finally, colleges like Architecture, Art and Planning, while in need of a better title to 
describe the faculty teaching at the practice-oriented end of the spectrum, find the Clinical 
Professor titles to be odd and ill fitting within the norms of their disciplines. 



Most of our peers have typically solved this nomenclature issue by providing concurrently for 
both the Clinical Professor and Professor of the Practice titles.  This enabling legislation seeks to 
do the same.  However, rather than create such titles independent of existing authorizations, the 
Committee on Academic Freedom and Professional Status of Faculty instead proposes simply to 
amend the existing Clinical Professor legislation to allow the use, at a unit’s option, of the 
Professor of the Practice title as an alternate designation.  This approach represents the 
Committee’s conclusion that both titles refer to essentially the same general kind of instructional 
faculty, and that the need for an alternate nomenclature merely reflects the different prevailing 
norms in different schools and colleges. 
    
  
• Whereas the 2002 enabling legislation that created the Clinical Professor titles was an 
effective first step in modernizing Cornell’s titles for non-tenure-track faculty engaged heavily 
or exclusively in a primary teaching function, and 
• Whereas Cornell could further benefit from the addition of the Professor of the Practice titles 
in common use at peer institutions, and 
• Whereas the need for and value of these new titles are widely recognized across campus, and 
• Whereas the 2002 enabling legislation, including its various process and approval 
requirements, provides an appropriate framework for the implementation of the Professor of the 
Practice titles as alternatives to the Clinical Professor titles,     
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THIS ENABLING LEGISLATION BE ADOPTED.  



II.  Amendment of Enabling Legislation 
The purpose of this legislation is to amend the 2002 Enabling Legislation for the Clinical Professor 
Title to allow units, at their option, but in accordance with the process and requirements of the 
2002 Clinical Professor legislation, to use the alternate title of Professor of the Practice in reference 
to a limited and defined group of long-term, non-tenure-track appointments. This title will be 
available for use at the Assistant, Associate and Full Professor rank, modifiable by the terms 
"acting," "adjunct," "courtesy," and "visiting." 

  
III.  Limited Availability of Professor of the Practice title. 
  
The title of Professor of the Practice is available only for long term, non-tenure-track faculty who 
are distinguished and highly experienced individuals in a relevant field of professional practice 
and who can provide effective, practice oriented instruction in areas that supplement the core 
pedagogical instruction provided by the tenured and tenure track faculty. While faculty of this rank 
may, depending on specific requirements of the college or school, have some additional research, 
service, or outreach obligations, teaching will be their primary responsibility.  The title may not be 
used for positions whose responsibilities largely replicate those of tenure-track faculty. 



IV.  Proposal Process 
A college or school that wishes to adopt the Professor of the Practice title shall 
employ the full set procedures and approvals, and shall be subject to the same 
constraints, as set forth in the 2002 
Enabling Legislation for the Clinical Professor Titles (attached). 
  
Units that wish to use both the Clinical Professor and Professor of the Practice 
titles to designate different subsets of faculty shall describe in detail in their 
proposal the roles and domains pertaining to each title.  In such cases, the 
combined number of faculty bearing such titles shall not exceed the 
percentages set forth in Section VI.D. of the 2002 Enabling Legislation for the 
Clinical Professor Titles. 
  
Units that have already adopted the Clinical Professor titles but wish instead to 
use the Professor of the Practice designation for either all such faculty or a 
defined portion of such faculty shall submit a proposal to do so to the 
Committee on Academic Policies and Procedures (CAPP) for review for 
conformity to the requirements of this enabling legislation.  CAPP shall report 
its approval of any nomenclature change to the University faculty. 



-------------------------- 
  
Trustee adoption of this proposal will require modification of University Bylaws as 
follows: ARTICLE XIII:  COLLEGE AND SCHOOL FACULTIES 
Add "professors of the practice, associate professors of the practice, and assistant 
professors of the practice" where appropriate, and make them contingent voters along with 
clinical professors, associate clinical professors, assistant clinical professors, lecturers and 
senior lecturers. 
  
ARTICLE XVI:  THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND RESEARCH STAFF 
  
Add "professors of the practice, associate professors of the practice, and assistant 
professors of the practice" in section 1 and amend section 2.d to read 
  
d. Senior scholar, senior scientist, senior research associate, senior extension associate, 
senior lecturer, full, associate, and assistant clinical professor, and full, associate and 
assistant professor of the practice shall be appointed by the President for a term of not to 
exceed five years, renewable indefinitely. 



Enabling Legislation 
for the Clinical Professor Title 

 
May 29, 2002 

*  vers. 1.4, with modifications adopted by the Task Force 
in the wake of May 3 Senate meeting: 
•  ¶s 2 and 3 of previous Preamble deleted,  per vote of 
Senate; 
•   Provision for modifiers "acting," "adjunct," 
"courtesy,"  and "visiting" delected from II; 
•  Wording of IV.B further modified for clarity; 
•  Version of a pending amendment to VI.D 
appended as Appendix B. 



I.  Preamble 
  
The current range of available academic titles does not meet the needs of various Colleges at 
Cornell that stand to benefit considerably from the creation of a new, primarily single-
function, non-tenure-track Clinical Professor title. These Colleges are currently experiencing 
difficulty both in recruiting and retaining faculty members who might bear such a title since, 
unlike many of their peer institutions, they have only the title of Lecturer or Senior Lecturer 
available. In addition, there are currently individuals in Lecturer positions who are, in effect, 
carrying out the functions of Clinical Professors without suitable acknowledgment of their 
status, qualifications, and activities or opportunity for career development. 
  
•  Whereas an inadequacy in the current range of available academic titles makes it desirable 
to create a new non-tenure-track Clinical Professorial Title, and 
•  Whereas it is clearly important to recognize and reward the status, qualifications, and 
activities of those faculty members for whom such a title would be appropriate, and 
•  Whereas units need to improve recruitment and retention of such faculty-members, and 
•  Whereas, where appropriate and possible, units should be able to reclassify competitive 
candidates who are currently doing such work de facto, while employed as Lecturers or 
Senior Lecturers, 
  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THIS ENABLING LEGISLATION BE ADOPTED.  



II.  Purpose of Enabling Legislation 
The purpose of this legislation is to enable individual colleges and schools, in accordance 
with the process and requirements described below, to use the title of Clinical Professor in 
reference to a limited and defined group of long-term, non-tenure-track appointments. This 
title will be available for use at the Assistant, Associate and Full Clinical Professor rank. 
  
  
  
III.  Limited Availability of Clinical Professor Title. 
The title of Clinical Professor is available only for long term, non-tenure-track faculty who 
serve an essential teaching function in a clinical setting. While faculty of this rank may, 
depending on specific requirements of the college or school, have additional research, 
service, or outreach obligations, teaching will be their primary responsibility. The title may 
not be used for positions whose responsibilities largely replicate those of tenure-track faculty. 
Similarly, the title is not meant as a wholesale replacement for the titles of faculty now 
employed as Lecturers or Senior Lecturers. 



IV.  Proposal Process 
A college that wishes to use the title of Clinical Professor must take the following steps: A. 
Sponsors must prepare a written proposal for use of the title in accordance with the 
requirements of sections V and VI, below. 
  
B. The proposal must be approved by at least two-thirds of those voting, in person or by ballot, 
in each of two separate votes, of tenure-track and of non-tenure-track faculty of 
the originating college or school (as defined under Article XIII of the University Bylaws), 
respectively. Further, for the proposal to be approved, at least half of all those faculty members 
eligible to vote in each case must vote for it. 
  
C. A proposal so approved will come before the University Committee on Academic Policies 
and Procedures (CAPP) for review of its conformity to the requirements of section V and VI, 
below.  After submission to CAPP, such a proposal will be distributed to University faculty and 
distributed to or electronically posted for other interested parties for a period of 60 days before 
action by CAPP in order to invite public comment. 
  
D.  At the end of the comment period, CAPP shall review the proposal in order to determine 
whether it complies with the requirements of this enabling legislation. In conducting such a 
review, the committee is not to substitute its judgment for that of the originating college or 
school as to the need for or wisdom of the college’s or school’s adoption of the Clinical 
Professor title. 



E. If CAPP determines that the proposal meets the requirements of this enabling legislation, it will 
report the proposal to the Senate, which will approve or deny the proposal by a majority vote 
based on the Senate’s determination of whether the proposal complies with the requirements of 
this legislation. If CAPP determines that the proposal fails to meet the requirements of this 
legislation, it shall furnish a written explanation of this determination to the college or school 
submitting the proposal. 
 
V.  Proposal Contents 
The written proposal of a college or school that seeks to use the title of Clinical Professor must 
include the following provisions. 
  
A.  Justification. A proposal for adoption of the Clinical Professor title shall include a statement 
offering justification for adoption of the title within the originating college or school and 
explaining why existing titles for non-tenure-track faculty are insufficient for staffing and 
recruitment. The practices of peer schools and the impact of available titles on recruitment efforts 
may be of particular relevance in this regard. 
  
B. Description of Position. The proposal shall describe as precisely as possible the functions and 
responsibilities of positions bearing the title and the anticipated distribution of such positions 
within the college or school. 
 



C. Terms of Appointment. The proposal shall include a summary of the terms on which candidates will be 
appointed and reappointed to such positions and promoted from one to another.  These terms should 
include: the nature of the search by which applications will be elicited; the credentials required by 
holders of these positions; the levels (department, college, university) at which approval for individual 
appointments is necessary; the 
length of appointments; the possibilities open to appointees for movement between non- 
tenure-track and tenure-track paths; and procedures for renewal and promotion open to appointees. 
  
D.  Percentage Limitation. The proposal shall include a statement restricting the creation of positions in 
the proposed titles to a certain percentage of the tenure-track faculty of the originating college and of the 
tenure-track faculty in those departments or programs 
where those positions are located. 
  
E. Voting and Other Rights. The proposal shall define the rights and responsibilities of appointees in the 
proposed titles, including their voting status in their departments and colleges or schools, and their 
access to grievance and appeals processes available to tenure-track faculty. 
  
F.  Impact Statement. The proposal shall contain an appraisal of the impact of creating the new positions 
on existing tenure-track and non-tenure-track academic titles and their holders. This appraisal should 
indicate whether and in what ways current holders of non- tenure-track titles will be eligible for 
appointment to the new positions and whether their current positions will be protected against 
elimination by the new positions. 



VI.  Additional Restrictions on the Use of the Clinical Professor Title. 
  
In addition to satisfying the provisions of section V, all proposals for the use of such titles 
must satisfy the following requirements: 
  
A.  The functions of positions bearing Clinical Professorial titles may not replicate the full 
array of functions (e.g. teaching and research and service or outreach) served by tenure-
track positions in the originating college or school. Proposals must indicate how the 
functions of positions as defined will differ from regular tenure-track positions. 
  
B. Terms of positions bearing these titles shall normally be for three to five years and shall 
not exceed five years. Unless otherwise specified, they shall be renewable indefinitely.  
Holders of these titles whose appointments are not renewed must receive a full year's 
appointment from date of notice of non-renewal. 
  
C. Procedures for review, renewal and promotion of holders of these titles shall be 
comparable in rigor to those in tenure-bearing positions. Appointment of faculty of this 
rank shall normally be the result of a national search. 



D.  The percentage of positions bearing the titles may not exceed 25% of the existing tenure-track 
faculty positions in the college or 25% of the tenure-track positions in those departments or programs 
where those positions are located. 
  
E. Except by appointment of the holder to a new position bearing one of these titles or by resignation of 
the holder, no non-tenure-track faculty position may be eliminated solely 
as a result of creating such a new position for a function comparable to that filled by the old position. 
  
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT 
  
VII.  Committee to Investigate the Status of Non-Tenure-Track Faculty 
  
A. The Faculty Senate directs the Dean of the Faculty to appoint a Task Force or task forces to 

investigate the status and conditions of employment of non-tenure-track faculty including their 
terms of employment, particularly job security, rights to academic freedom, access to appropriate 
grievance and appeals procedures, eligibility for sabbatic leave, eligibility for emeritus/a status, and 
voting rights. 
 

B. The Senate is mindful that the Dean of the Faculty may determine that the present 
Task Force on Professorial Titles should continue to work on the issue of titles. 
  
C. Any body or bodies appointed to study these issues will report to the Senate on the progress reached 
no later than the second Senate meeting of the Spring of 2003, but may report earlier, if any specific 
proposals are ready for action. 



Appendix A 
  
Trustee adoption of this proposal will require modification of University Bylaws as follows: 
ARTICLE XIII:  COLLEGE AND SCHOOL FACULTIES 
Add "clinical professors, associate clinical professors, and assistant clinical professors" where 
appropriate, and make them contingent voters along with lecturers and senior lecturers. 
  
ARTICLE XVI:  THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND RESEARCH STAFF 
  
Add "clinical professors, associate clinical professors, and assistant clinical professors" in section 1 
and amend section 2.d to read 
  
d. Senior scholar, senior scientist, senior research associate, senior extension associate, senior 

lecturer, and full, associate, and assistant clinical professor shall be appointed by the President for 
a term of not to exceed five years, renewable indefinitely. 



Appendix B 
a version of amendment to VI.D proposed by Steven Shiffrin and Risa Lieberwitz, 7 May. 
additions underlined 
  
D.  The percentage of positions bearing the titles may not exceed 25% of the existing 
tenure-track faculty positions in the college or 25% of the tenure-track positions in those 
departments or programs where those positions are located, except as herein provided. A 
higher percentage may be afforded if, but only if, the relevant college, department, or 
program makes an overpowering showing that: (1) there is a need for the higher 
percentage; (2) the Clinical Professor positions in question would not replicate the 
functions of positions ordinarily held by tenured or tenure-track faculty; and (3) any 
additional Clinical Professor positions in a department or program would not detract in any 
way from the potential for adding tenured or tenure-track positions in that department or 
program. 
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